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A Little BAckground

Before I begin I want you to understand that I’ve been on both sides. 
I used to say f*** you and let punches fly. I’ve been a bully and the 
bullied. Neither is fun neither is cool both makes people look like 
fools. I was only an adolescent being a bully I knew that wasn’t what I 
was destined for. I was low. I was dark.I was trying to fit in be a bully 
and play my part. I was the guy being picked people followed me, 
tribulations trialed me. It seemed that my people though of me as a 
verbal dummy. It’s been years and my fears have followed in my 
shadow. I move through my own overwhelming consciousness while 
sitting in a boat using my mind as a paddle.



This is my project conflict of society’s dialect the 
frustrations of the old and new generations to come. Peer 
mediators sending problems on the run showing students that 
they can be cool and have fun. 



The Process Of The Program
Once the students have signed up for the conflict resolution form, and they 
included all the information asked. The peer mediators are notified and 
basically given the problem, through a peer mediation form that the students 
involved fill after the signup form. Then we set up a meeting. Once the peer 
mediators meet with both students involved separately and then together it’s 
time to get the problem solved. After we all meet and have the questions gone 
over asked to be both people involved. They answer either yes or no and then 
the peer mediators allow each person to tell their side of the story.After 
both sides are given the resolve for the problem is given then. Both students 
either show a resolve or we continue to the process until we have the problem 
solved.





The Agreement Between Students In Conflict
 #1

Do you agree to speak to your mediator?

#2

Do you agree to solve the conflict?

#3

Do you agree to not cut anyone off?



Different Reasons For Why students Sign-Up
Students can be involved in peer mediation in two ways. Students can sign up 
to be peer mediators which mean that they will be required to get the proper 
training to be peer mediators. After training students participating as peer 
mediators will be given specific problems and showed how to help solve these 
problems. Afterwards when they have proved themselves capable they get 
the problem or conflict directly from me or a counselor and they meet the 
students involved. Or on the other side the students being mediated will sign 
up also on google forms and answer the questions telling me and the peer 
mediators about problem. Who's involved and why and when it started. So we 
can all be on the same page and be able to help solve the problem smoothly.



How Students Can Sign-Up
Students have the sign-up forms in their emails. 

Peer Mediators Sign-UP

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdtLLxs8qzbbsY1sLfBA2G1tdO
-AzH4tTqBp2BT9wnLxQX64w/viewform?usp=sf_link 

Students Sign-UP

https://docs.google.com/a/slabeeber.org/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSedqLtt1jkbtD
lHB5MjgoGSmxojq4xH6Hczp_nUhx7_wtfd2g/viewform?usp=sf_link 



Students Who Signed Up As Mentors
David Wilson                                    Beyonce Best

Chivonne Williams          Aedan Will

Jakkur Hall                                             Aaliyah Cooper

Gianna Handschin                           

Talib Coffield 

Gabrielle Culbreath

Imani Horne 





Peer Mediator Training 



My Peer Mediator Video/ Mock Fighting Video



Students who are too stressed out to talk or don’t want to 
cororperatehave  have stress reliver excersises available.



An Example Of Conflict/(Gossip)



How I’ve Grown As A Person
I’m a person a different circumstance, so sometimes I don’t understand 
people who even myself. I am someone that doesn't usually resonate around 
with others. What I'm Saying is that sometimes I could hide myself from the 
social substance of society. A program that I started by myself no help 
except for my capstone mentor. I grew enough to be the leader that I need 
to be. I grew as a person, a person that no longer allows society to act 
without my help. I want to be the person that is willing to help others solve 
their problems. Even in middle school  didn’t understand what I understand 
now. But now that I’ve gotten older and I’m at the end of my road I can see 
what I as a person is supposed to in schools and in society period. 



 How My Mindset Has Changed
Being apart of different groups of people it challenges you mentally it affects 
your consciousness to be asleep or awoke. During my experiences with Peer 
Mediation and similar experiences my brain has grown to understand how 
people change people. The whole reason to have a program like this one is so 
that people are helping changing each other for the better. Before this 
program in middle school and even now I was unaware of the aspects of how 
people affect other people. Based on different feelings, backgrounds, culture 
and more. I am enlightened by the knowledge that comes with teaching people 
to help others. This knowledge will allow me to see through people in order to 
give them tools that they need to mentally be prepared for different 
conflicts, keep that information confidential and give conflict resolution.



Peer Mediation Is Also Online 

Because social media and other advances of technology 
have allowed people to connect more frequently. There 
has to be some sort of program and resource for people 
because cyberbullying is very real. People can be bullied 
through social media and are even given physical abuse 
based on the outcome of this. That’s why people can 
sign-up for an online program,that will help people solve 
their problems instead of allowing those conflicts to 
Escalade.



Contact Us @
Wstackhouse@slabeeber.org



Goals For My Peer Mediation Program

What I’m doing at SLA@Beeber is something that 
I have been doing since Beeber Middle School. 
Allowing students to come together and solve the 
problems so that the adult won’t have to get 
involved. Students are learning what to do in 
specific situations and are trained to help their 
fellow students. Whenever there is a problem, 
conflict, or dispute among students no matter how 
big or small. If it brings attention and needs help 
peer mediation is the way to go. Students can help 
other students and while this is happening 
students are meeting new students. Bringing our 
community together and making us a stronger unit. 



Inquiry

Students have to use inquiry to determine what the conflicts and 
training require. Peer Mediators also have to ask questions to the 
students being peer mediated. 



Reflection

For Reflection students and peer mediators can reflect together 
about the conflict and the new outcome or solution.



Presentation 

Presentation is used to show an example of how differently the 
problem could have been resolved.



Research 
Peer Mediators have to research how to solve specific conflicts, and have to do 
this research together



Collaboration 

For my capstone students have to collaborate, together to help other 
students to solve their problems.




